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Abskt
The Interaction Region Vacmnn System in the PEP-

11B-Factory at WAC must produceaveragepnxuma in
the 1010 Torr range. Low beamb I=SSURS will

minimize the background mdiation encountered by the

BaBar Detector. A combination of copper and stainless
steel vacuum chambem with continuous antechambcm
areused tomakeupthetitik. Linear Non-

Evapomble Getter (NW) pumps am used to puke
distributedpumping along the length of these beam
tubes. High comWan@ “micmwavew type amens

provide RF shields between the beam apertureand the
NEG pumps. In this paper the design f~ of the
beam tubes, NEG pumps, and RF pump amens =
desaibed and the vacu~ and ~ ~Y=
conducted in support of the design am discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION
TheInteraction Region (Q is the heart of the PEP-

11storage ring. Since the BaIW Detector is Iocsted at
the Ill there is a more stringent pressure requhmnent for
the vacuum system. This ~ q~t is
intended to minimize background radiadon causedW
bremsstrahlung gas-beam interactions viewed by the
detector. Gas-beam interactions produce off-energy

particles which aIEswept into the ddector by the bend
magnets near the Interaction Point (IP). The average
beamline pressure in the IR must be below 1 nTorr
(nitrogen equivalent) [1]. This pressure requirement
applies to the “mid-IR”, defined in the High Energy
Beam(HEB)at 240metersups_ofti W andthe
Low Energy Beam (LEB) at 2-30 meters upstream of
the IP.

Producing sub-nTorr average pressures is especially
difficult considering the copius amounts of synchmtmn
radiation that are deposkd along the walls of both
incoming beamlines. The gas load is estimated to
average 107 Torr-literskcomVmeter throughout the
mid-IR. To achieve an average pressure of 10_iOTorr,
distributed vacuum pumping is required on the oder of
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Figure 1. Cross-section of the HEB IR Chamber

1000 litedseooadheter. This is especially difficult to
accomplish without producing a high im@ance which
causes beam instaMities and higher~-mode heating.

2 VACUUM SYSTEM DESIGN

The majority of Interaction Region vacuum
chambers = constructed from oxygen-free copper
extrusions. 7hem are some special HEB chambers where
the sychrotron radiation power is high. These chambers
am mmmcted from stainless steel with GLIDCOP
abaorks. The Sandard crosssection of the HEB Ill
chamber is shown in F@re 1. It has an octagonal beam

_ with a pumping plenum anrched below the
beam. The pumping plenum communicates with the
beam aperture through an may of slots (FQure 2). On
the backside of each set of slots is a 1 mm tiick screen
with 3 mm wide slots. These slots are oriented 90” to
the main slots and their propose is to block the
transmission of transverse electric (TE) modes of RF
power into the pumping plenum.
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Figure 2. HEB IR pumping slots

The cross-section of the LEB Xl?chamber is shown
in Figure 3. The LEB chamber has the pumping
plenum adjacent to the beam am. but WP~~ by a
“microwave type” RF pumping screen. The pumping
screen for the LEB IR chambers is shown in Figure 4.

The vacuum pump chosen for the IR is the Non-
evaporable Getter (NE@. The design of the distributed
NEG pumps for the PEP-II Et is an innovative
depmtum from conventional NW designs. SAES
ST707strip is laser cut into individual “waf@rs”and
stacked onto a stainless steel tube with 1 mm spacers
between wafers. The stainless steel tube wall serves as
both the vacuum bartier and support for the NEG. A
comrmmird tubular heater is inserted into the tube and
used to activate the NEG. The heater is outside the
vacuum system, so penetration of the vacuum banier
with an electrical feedthrough is not required. WM this
design feature, a fail~ ~~ CXM* _ wi~ tie
chamber under vacuum. Each pump within the Ill
contains the equivalent of 18meters of NEG strip w
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meter of pump length. ‘Ilk pmvidea a diatdbutcxl
pumpingspeed in the range of IWO Iiters&cOndhrmter
with a getter capacity of 1.8 Tnm-litem COlmeter.
Estimates show that with this pumping capacity, aftez
initialbeanrhre “clean-up”regeneration will be Kquimd
only on arr annual baais. The dktritrwcd NEG pumps

are alan supplemented by diacmle ion pumps to pump

hydmcartmns during machine nperation and tn pump

bydmgen during activation.
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Figu~3. Crnss-section of the LEB Ill Chamber

3 VACUUM ANALYSIS

To produce tm t+veragebndine prcasurcin the 10-’0
TmT range, it is essential to determine the Incations ml
extent of the gaaloads gemratcd by the circulating
beams. The major source of outgaasing in OreIll is *
to phntndcsorption, that is, gas expelled fmm the
chamber walls by synchmtrnn radiation. Early in the
PEP-II prnjcct, photndcanrption tests were cnnducted at

Brcddraven National Laboratory. Pmtotyp PEP-II

COPKEXvacuum chambers that Id been ultrabigb
vacuum pmcesed * expnxd to aynchmtmn

md]ation. Outgaasing duc to phntndeam’prion was
measured to aasess “clean-up” time and determine the
photodesnrption outgassing coefficient Ocfcned to as
“q”, with units of molecules/photon). Tlw design value
for’~ waa detcmrimd in these tests and was found to
be 2.0 x 104 molcculeaJphoton after 40 Amp-hours of
expnsurc [2].

Both of the HEB arrd LEB beamlines wers laid out
on CADD wrrrkatations and ray traces were made of the
synchrnbun radiation “fans” gmcmred by the bend
magnets. From the ray &aces, pmfdcs of the
synchrotrnn radiation pnwer incident on the walls of the

F@c 4. LEB IR pumping screen.

CbflMbC1’Swere. &id@d. Distibutcd @a Inada
calculated by convcrdng the syncbmh’nn mdlation pnwer
pmfilcs to gaa bad prntilea (in nirrngen equivalent)
using the empiricalphotodcanrptiondata.

Pumping aped and sorption capacity for SAES
ST707 NEG material is well known. huf~’s
data for carbon monoxide pumping @ was
extmpdated fnr the actual aurfacc area nf the NEG

material in the IR pumps. Prototype pumps wcm built
and @ted to verify the design calculations. The results
of these tests am rcpnrred in rcfcrcnce [3].

It is one thg to dcaign a high speed UHV pump, it
is quite another to deliver Klgb “net” pumping aped to
rhc beam aperture where it is required. The design of the
high conductanceflow impedance RF pumping screens
were.the mnatchallengingaspectof the project. Several
itemtinnsweremadetetween the vacuum en@m5r and
Ore elecrrnmagnetic physicist to crime up with a
compmmiae design that satisfied all of the &a@r
criteria.

Calculating the mnlecular ccmductrmcesof the RF
pumping acrecns waa done analytically. As a check, a
twu-dmensional Monte Carlo model waa made of the
acrecns [4]. The mndel waa mmparcd to a benchmark
mndel of the PEP-II High Energy Ring arc acrecn
design which had ken prntoypd and mcaaured. The
calculated moktdar conductance of the HER R
pumping slots is 2000 litcrdaecondhneter (nitrngen
equivalent). The calculated molcculw conductance of the
LEBIR pumpingacrecnis 16GUIiterdsecondlmeter.
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Figure 5. Interaction Region Plan and Pressure Prcdle
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With the gasloadsand the net pumping speeds
cakuhted, the next step was to _ a one-
dimensionalbeamline-me profile.This was done
with the use of pressurepipelinecodedevelopedfor
vacuum beamlines [5]. Each discrete section of
beamline was ~ by its len~ axial
ctmd~ gasloacL and pumping speed. Once the
beadine model was buil~ it was atm@d&ward to
make changes to addresslocalkd pressure problems.
The final pressureprofile for the upstreamsections of
the HEBand LEBareshown in Figure 5.11nne isa

@Pressw@tieWdue tolowbcamline
conductance and the absenceof pumping. This pmssum
peak is not expectedto producesignifmt background
radiation. I%e avemge beamline pressurein the HEB
mid-IRis 0.75nTorr. The average bearnhe pmasum
in the LEB mid-IR is 1 nTorr after 40 Ampkurs of
machineoperation.

4 IMPEDANCE ANALYSIS

From a beam impedance point of view, long slots
ate pdeamd over holes, since the main contribution to
the impedance comes fium the ends of the slots.
However, long dots allow TE power to pendmte into
the pumping plenum which can cause excessive heating
to the NEG pump. The ideal situation is to place a
screen with small holes at the back of the slots to block
TE power penetration. In tils manner, the hiddm holes
produce only a small impdance. However, herein the
IR, vacuum conductance considerations mquhed the RF
amen to be placed directly at the beam chamber wall
increasing the impdmce substantially. In this case an
optimized ales@ M to Xmmo&te both beam
impedance and vacuum conductance m@eznents.

The HEB IR pumping slots (Figure 2) contribute an
inductance of 0.15 nH, which is small compred with
the overall High Energy Ring impedance budget of 50
nH. The IR upstream high energy beam dump chambers
have about 76,000 holes (3 mm square) located at the
bottom of the beam chamber. They contribute an
inductance of 3.41 nH, which is still a relatively small
fraction (7%) of the impedance budget. The LEB IR
pumping screen (Figure 3) creates an inductance of 1.2
nI-1, which is also relatively minor. Hence, the two
pumping screen designs for the HEB IR and the LEB Et
will have a small effect on the beam impedance.

The effectiveness of both the long slots and the
“microwave screen” designs in shielding the TE power
is evaluated by transmission calculations of a TEIO
mode propagating in the beam chamber. The results me
shown in Figure 6. The deviation of the transmission
coefficient from unity represents radiation penetrating
through the screen. The HEB slots allow negligible are

penetrationover a had range of frequencies.The slots
long enough to interruptthe azimuthal currentof the
TEmode. Incon~thescmen dea@isopaqueto ‘II?

pe~ at all iiqumck with 100% tmnsmimion
downthebeamapmture.
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Figure 6. TE Mode Transmission Spectrum
fw pumping slots and screen.

5 SUMMARY

The design and analysis of the vacuum system fdr
PEP-II Interaction Region has been described. l%e B?
vacuum system performance has been shown to produce

average beamline pressures at or below 1 nTorr. The
pumping screens have been shown to be minor
contributorsto the overall machine impdance budgets
andto protect the NEG pumps from TE radiation.
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